To: Robert J Giraud <Robert.J.GiraudQUSA.dupont.com>, John
Blouin/DC/USEPA/USbEPA, Greg Fritz/DC/USEPA/USQEPA,
david.menotti Q shawpittman.com

Rich Leukroth
11/19/03 02:51 PM

cc:

Subject: Re: Fluoropolymer ECA Drafting CommitteeB
As per your request and attached to this e-mail is an electronic copy of the incineration ECA on
fluoropolymers in Wordperfect format. f think it will be very helpful to receive David's comments as a
redline markup and I look forward to our discussions on Monday.
Since you folks are able to use Wordperfect, I would like to receive copies of the appendices for the
fluoropolymer and telomer ECAs in Wordperfect format as well. In this way it might be easier to move
things along during future teleconference discussions.
Robert: Were you planning to update the appendices for both the fluoropolymer and telomer ECAs as per
our recent discussions? Could you have this available by Friday? I'm still a bit confused about whether
you are planning to modify the ASTM procedures or re-write them as separate attachments. Whatever the
decision, we need to begin our review of these materials soon.
David.: 1 am concerned about leaving the telomer folks out of discussions to review the boilerplate ECA
language. Yet it also seems a lot of duplication of effort to generate a separate EGA for the telomer folks
to comment on given that so few things will change between the.documents once agreement is reached
on the boilerplate language. Do you think it would be acceptable to share the fluoropolymer document
with Bill Beers and Steve K. ?? I think we would all benefit from their input early on.

ECA-Fluorolncin-dftl 1-6-03.w~
..................................................

Richard W. Leukroth, Jr.
Environmental Scientist / Toxicologist
Chemical Control Division
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Mail Stop 7405; Room 4328 S
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20460
Phone: 202-564-8167
FAX:
202-564-4765
E-mail: Ieukroth.richQepa.gov
Deliveries:
EPA-East Building
1201 Constitution Avenue, NW
Room 3166A (7401M)
Washington, DC 20004

Robert J Giraud <Robert.J.Giraud@USA.dupont.com>
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